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Abstract
This paper presents a parametric intra-task dynamic
voltage scheduling (IntraVS) method that scales voltage/frequency based upon the parameterization of the remaining worst case exection cycles (RWEC) of a task. The
parametric RWEC of the task is determined by static analysis of code. The parameterization of the RWEC of loops
with symbolic bounds, whose iteration space sizes are runtime dependent, allows the strategic placement of voltage scaling operations early on the execution path before
the loop actually executes. This allows for greater energy reduction than with methods that scale voltage after
loops are executed.

1. Introduction
With the proliferation of battery-powered embedded systems, energy has become a significant constraint for both
hardware architects and compiler writers. One method of
reducing power consumption in real-time systems is Dynamic Voltage Scaling (DVS). DVS algorithms adjust CPU
frequency while executing a program so that the program
complete execution right at its deadline.
DVS algorithms adjust clock frequency as slack is generated during the execution of the program. Slack is generated
when the program flows a path less costly, in cycles, than the
current assumed path. Because there is a quadratic dependency between supply voltage and energy consumption, and
a linear relationship between clock speed and supply voltage, reducing clock frequency results in a linear slow down
of the task completion rate but a quadratic savings in energy consumption. DVS use slack to slow down a task’s execution speed so that the task still completes by its deadline
but a quadratic savings in energy consumption results.
In inter-task DVS [11, 9, 13, 10, 16, 3] the voltage or
clock frequency is set just before the next task executes

based upon the difference between the next task’s worst
case execution time (WCET) estimate and its deadline, plus
any slack generated from the previous task executing more
quickly than its WCET estimation.
In intra-task DVS (IntraVS) [7, 15, 14] the voltage/frequency can be adjusted at many points within a
task based upon the progress of the task being faster, or
slower, than a pre-determined reference path; we will assume this path to be the worst case execution path. At each
basic block Shin et al. defines the remaing worst case execution cycles to be the cycle cost of the worst case execution path from the current basic block to the end of
the program, inclusive. The voltage/frequency is set such
that the CPU finishes executing the task’s RWEC exactly at the task’s deadline. As slack gets generated, by
executing paths less costly than the worst case path, voltage/frequency scaling code can reduce the speed of
the processor while still having the task meet its deadline. Intra-task DVS has the benefit of only requiring the
host processor to support voltage or clock frequency scaling calls, and does not require support from the OS scheduler [15].
Lee et al. [7] introduced IntraVS to scale voltage/frequency within tasks to achieve higher energy savings. Shin et al. [15, 14] extended this work so that adjustments to the voltage/frequency of the CPU were made as
the task deviated from an assummed reference path of execution. This path could be the either the worst case
execution path (WCEP) [15] or the average case execution path (ACEP) of the task [14]. AbouGhazealeh et
al. [1] consider a combined compiler and operating system approach. The compiler uses the results from profiling to guide the placement of instrumentation, called
power management hints (PMHs), that records information about remaining worst case execution cycles. The
PMHs are used by the operating system scheduler, at configurable power management points (PMPs), to determine
if voltage/frequency should be changed.

This paper presents a parametric intra-task dynamic voltage scheduling method which scales voltage/frequency
based upon the parameterized RWEC and places the parametric voltage/frequency scaling code at strategic points
as early as possible. The parametric RWEC formulae are determined by static analysis of code. Our approach
complements existing methods with parametric representations of loop costs. This allows voltage to be scaled earlier
in the execution of a task which can result in greater energy reductions.
The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. In
Section 2 we describe IntraVS and motivate the use of a
parametric approach. The static analysis and derivation of
the parametric voltage scaling code is presented in Section 3. Finally, concluding remarks and directions for further research are given in Section 4.

2. Parametric IntraVS
2.1. IntraVS Methods
The IntraVS method of Shin et al. [15, 14] breaks a task
up into a control flow graph (CFG). Static analysis, which
takes cache effects and pipeline effects into account, is then
used to calculate the worst case execution cycles of each basic block in the CFG [8]. The CFG of the task is then traversed, in a bottom up fashion, to determine the RWEC at
each basic block in the task.
After determining the RWEC for each basic block voltage scaling code is placed at if-statements and at loop exit
edges of the task. At if-statements, called B-type voltage
scaling edges, voltage scaling code is placed immediately
after the least costly branch if the cost of the least costly
branch and the voltage scaling overhead is less than the
more costly branch. At loop-exit edges, called L-type voltage scaling edges, voltage scaling code is added only if the
target processor can complete the task by its deadline with
the voltage scaling code added. Unlike B-type voltage scaling edges, L-type voltage scaling edges can increase the
WCET of the task [15]. At each voltage scaling point, the
voltage is scaled based upon any savings (slack) generated
from the code running in fewer cycles than was assumed.

2.2. L-Type Voltage Scaling Placement
Figure 1 illustrates the placement of an L-type voltage
scaling point at a loop exit edge. It is assumed that the loop
takes a maximum number of iterations N , which is used
by the static analyzer to determine the worst case execution cycles of the loop. The value N is provided by user
annotations when this value is unknown to the static analyzer. When the loop executes fewer iterations and/or cy-
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Figure 1. L-Type Dynamic Voltage Scaling
cles, the generated slack is used at the L-type scaling point
to scale back the voltage for the rest of the task execution.
Loops are the major source of computation in scientific
and multimedia applications. The L-type voltage scaling is
not optimal due to the fact that the voltage, at which the
loop runs, is not based upon the true size of the loop; but
rather, the maximum possible loop size. This can be particularily significant in the case of nested loops with symbolic
loop bounds. Also, this maximum value has to be specified
by the user and this information can be error prone.
When the actual run-time size of the loop iteration space
is much smaller than its maximum possible iteration space,
the entire loop execution will run at a higher clock frequency, and consequently higher voltage, than necessary.
After the loop has terminated, the remaining unused cycles
(slack) are used to slow down the clock frequency for the
rest of the program’s execution. However, because the rate
of energy consumption is proportional to the square of the
voltage, a slowdown of the clock frequency at the loop exit
cannot make up for the energy lost.
For example, assume that a loop executes at most N
times. Furthermore, assume that the number of cycles per
iteration is fixed cL and the number of cycles of the remaining code is fixed cR . At any point in the execution of the
task, to guarantee that the task meets its deadline the fol1
∗ RW EC must equal the time
lowing expression f requency
till the deadline. If there is no voltage/frequency scaling during code execution the voltage must be set before the loop
executes. When computing the RW EC at this point it must
be assumed that the loop will execute for the maximum possible number of iterations N . Solving for frequency based
upon the RW EC gives us the required voltage and frequency at which to run the processor so that it makes the
deadline. Since voltage is proportional to CPU frequency
it is easy to get the required voltage. The loop will run at
this voltage, called V , for the actual n ≤ N run-time iterations. This gives an approximate energy consumption:
ENonScaled ≈ V 2 (n cL + cR )
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Figure 2. Energy Consumption of L-type and P-type Scaling
L-type voltage scaling at the loop exit point reduces the
energy consumption by adjusting the voltage for the remainder of the code based upon run-time slack. Slack results
when n < N . The approximate energy consumption is1 :
ELtype

cR
≈ V 2 (n cL + (
)2 cR )
(N − n)cL + cR

A parametric formula dependent upon the value of n,
would give the exact cost executing the loop before it executes. With such a formula we could set the voltage before
the loop executes and realize an energy reduction if the loop
executes fewer than the maximum number of times. The energy consumed is approximately:
EPtype ≈ (V

n cL + cR 2
) (n cL + cR )
N cL + cR

We call this P-type (parametric) voltage scaling. It is
easy to see that EPtype ≤ ELtype ≤ ENonScaled .
Figure 2 depicts the approximate energy consumption of
L-type versus P-type scaling for a loop with a maximum
size of ten iterations (N = 10) and a normalized initial voltage of 1.0 (V = 1.0). For the case of a loop body of 100 cycles (cL = 100) and a RWEC at the end of the loop of 100
cycles (cR = 100) we see a benefit of P-type verses L-type
scaling which is proportional to the difference N − n. The
savings is not as great in the second graph of Figure 2 were
the remaining work is ten times (cR = 1000) that in the first
figure since, in this case, the loop comprises a smaller percentage of the total code.
1

The extra cycles incurred by the L-type DVS call are not included in
this equation.

2.3. P-Type Voltage Scaling Placement

Our parametric IntraVS method places P-type voltage
scaling code at a point in the program where the bounds on
(multiple) loop(s) are set at run time, see Figure 3, which
may be very early in the path; for example, at the function
call boundary when the loop bounds are determined by the
parameter values passed to the task’s subroutine. Parametric
P-type voltage scaling requires the formation of a closedform function, that is evaluated at run-time with run-time
dependent values, to accurately calculate the RWEC of the
code. The parametric RWEC is used to scale the frequency
at a P-type voltage scaling point.
Figure 3 illustrates the insertion of P-type scaling code
that evaluates a function f (n, m) to set the voltage to the
optimum level. The function f (n, m) is a low-order multivariate polynomial in the run-time dependent values n, m,
and (when applicable) any slack cycles s generated from the
previous task executing more quickly than its static RWEC
estimation. Note that one P-type scaling point can control
the optimum voltage level of one or more loops in advance.
Allowing the P-type voltage scaling point to be moved
up an placed early in the execution path, as shown in Figure 3, has the advantage that the voltage can be scaled more
uniformly across multiple basic blocks. This is essential for
both reducing the energy consumption and keeping DVS
overhead low. The function f evaluated at the P-type voltage scaling point can be linear or higher order depending
on a tradeoff between speed and the required accuracy of
the run-time voltage scaling computed by f . The speed versus accuracy issue is discussed in Section 3.
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Figure 3. P-Type Dynamic Voltage Scaling

2.4. Combining L-Type with P-Type Scaling
The method we use to determine the symbolic loop iteration counts n and m is closely related to our WCET estimation methods [6, 4]. The analysis is relatively easy for most
enumeration controlled loops, such as for-loops, that have
one loop exit edge, i.e. they have no explicit break from the
loop. These enumeration-controlled loops are the simplest
and the most common form of loops.
However, logically-controlled loops and loops with explicit breaks require special treatment to exploit the unused
cycles generated by an early break from the loop. An example of such a loop structure is:
n = ...;
...
for (i = 0; i < n; i++)
{ ...
if (some_runtime_condition)
break;
...
}

To reduce the energy consumption of a loop with multiple exits, we combine the P-type voltage scaling with Ltype voltage scaling. However, unlike the approach by Shin
et al. [15, 14] we place the L-type voltage scaling code only
at the explicit break point branching out of the loop and only
when the L-type scaling cost is lower than the cycle cost of
one loop iteration execution, see Figure 4. The L-type voltage scaling code at the break point uses the number of remaining cycles calculated from n-i to evaluate a parametric scaling function f2 to run the remaining code at a lower
clock frequency, but only when the loop iteration counter i
is not equal to n.
This is done by using the loop iteration counter to determine the minimum number of unused cycles at the break

Figure 4. Combined P-Type and L-Type Dynamic Voltage Scaling

points branching out of the loop, which is (n − i)BCET,
where BCET is the best case execution time of the loop
body [5]. In this way, logically-controlled loops such as
while-loops can be augmented with a loop iteration counter
that is used to determine the number of unused cycles at
the loop exit point(s). The loop counter kept in a register to
avoid costly memory accesses.
This approach can be further enhanced if a cycle counter
is present on the machine or a register is used to keep track
of the actual cycles used throughout loop iterations. In such
cases, we would be able to get an exact count of the cost
of executing the loop. This cost can be subtracted from the
assumed worst case cycle cost to determine the exact savings of exiting the loop early. This approach, which is not
used by Shin et al. [15], would be most beneficial when the
body of the loop has many paths with greatly varying execution cycles.

2.5. Combining B-Type with P-Type Scaling
Our parametric P-type voltage scaling placement is determined by the set-operations that affect the size of the
iteration space of the loop(s). The position of these setoperations in the CFG is determined with use-def analysis [17]. In some cases the set-operations occur in the
branches of if-statements. This requires the propagation of
the parametric RWEC expressions up the CFG’s decision
tree. Furthermore, P-type voltage scaling code that is executed earlier in the path does not have access to these values
that are available only later in the path. Therefore, a conser-
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Figure 5. Combined B-Type and P-Type Dynamic Voltage Scaling at a Decision Point

vative bound nmax on the actual loop iteration space size
n ≤ nmax is used (see the CFG in Figure 5).
B-type voltage scaling code is executed in the least costly
branch, similar to the work by Shin et al. [15]. The P-type
voltage scaling code is executed in the other branch to uniformly control the clock frequency down this branch. In
Figure 5, the parametric RWEC of the loops is denoted by
c(n), where n is the run-time iteration space size of the
loop. At the P-type scaling point, the parametric function
f (n) is evaluated to set the amount of scaling.
Figure 6 depicts a CFG in which the use-def analysis
found the set-operations that affect the iteration space size
of the loop(s) before the decision point(s). In this case the Ptype voltage scaling code will control the clock frequency of
the most expensive path, which runs down into the second
loop. The clock frequency is uniformly set for both loops
with a scaling functionf (n, m). When either loop features
explicit breaks, appropriate L-type voltage scaling codes are
inserted at the loop exit points corresponding to the break
operations, as discussed above. This ensures that unused cycles generated by breaks are exploited to reduce energy consumption. B-type voltage scaling code is added to the least
costly branch to exploit any unused cycles down the least
expensive path.

2.6. Placement Algorithm

Loop executes m
times

Figure 6. Combined B-Type and P-Type Dynamic Voltage Scaling at a Decision Point

3. Determine the loop iteration space size of each
(nested) loop, including loops with unknown/symbolic
bounds using parametric WCET analysis [4].
4. Generate an acylic condensation of the graph, while
keeping information about the loop nesting structure.
5. Build the loop index table for the cost of each loop during a bottom-up traversal of the acylic condensation.
6. The loop index table has the following structure:
(a) A loop reference number (starting from 0).
(b) The current value of the cycle cost of the loop;
this is initially set by evaluating the parametric
formula for the loop with the maximum iteration values indicated by the user. If the loop has
a break statement set the bit to indicate that the
true loop value is known.
(c) The parametric formula which represents the cost
of the loop.

1. Generate the CFG of the task.

7. Using use-def analysis place code that updates loop
expressions values, in the loop index table, when all
of the dependent variables of the loop are known.
Place voltage/frequency scaling code after such loop
updates.

2. Perform static WCET and BCET analysis on the
CFG’s basic blocks based on the work by Healy et
al. [5].

8. Place test code after if statement branches and test to
see if voltage/frequency scaling calls need to be invoked.

The full parameteric IntraVS algorithm is as follows:

3. P-Type Voltage Scaling Code
In this section we explain how the P-type voltage scaling
code is generated from the determination of a closed-form
polynomial RWEC cost function. This parametric RWEC
function is essential to our approach. The strategic placement of the P-type voltage scaling code early in the execution path requires an accurate assessment of the cost of the
code down the path(s).
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Our P-type placement is decided by the use-def analysis [17] of variables used in loop bounds and in loop exit
conditions. To determine the RWEC of a loop, the worst
case execution time of a loop is calculated by static analysis of the code. To this end, a general polytope enumeration
method can be used, such as Presburger formulas [12] or Erhart polynomials [2]. However, polytope enumeration methods require exponential time in the number of unknowns
and are therefore expensive. Because most loops have a
relatively simple structure, we use a fast symbolic counting method to determine the upper bound on the maximum
number of iterations a loop executes [4]. An additional advantage of this counting method is that it can determine the
execution cost of a loop nest, where a multi-variate polynomial function models the actual cost of the loop body.

B6

3.2. Newton-Gregory Formulae
The Newton-Gregory formulae are used to calculate the
parametric size of the iteration space of a loop nest. Most
enumeration controlled loops in embedded system software
have a relatively simple structure with loop bounds that
are usually symbolic. Non-rectangular loops such as those
found in FIR filters in speech codecs and streaming imaging software also exist. An example triangular loop is:
for (i = 0; i < n; i++)
for (j = 0; j < n - i; j++)
...

Figure 7 illustrates the loop structure of the example.
Static analysis [5] is used to determine the worst case execution cycle (WCEC) of the basic blocks B1 to B7. For
this example, three cycle cost values are determined:
• c0 is the WCEC of blocks B1 and B2

j<n-i

Y

N
B7

i++

Figure 7. Example Triangular Loop Nest

where c0 is the constant bound on the cycle cost of the outer
loop header, c1 is a constant bound on the cycle cost of the
inner loop header, and c2 is a constant bound on the cycle
cost of the inner loop body.
The WCEC polynomial c(n) is calculated with the
Newton-Gregory formulae using the following definition.

Definition 3.1 The (parametric) worst case execution cycles (WCEC) bound of a (possibly zero-trip) loop with iteration range i = a, . . . , b and stride s 6= 0 is
WCEC = c0 + σ(max(0, b−a
s + 1))
where constant c0 bounds the loop start cycles. The polynomial σ has coefficients σ0 , . . . , σk+1 given by the matrixvector product
σ(n) = [σ0 , . . . , σk+1 ]n = N−1
k+1 h0, φ0 , . . . , φk ii

• c1 is the WCEC of blocks B2, B3, and B7
• c2 is the WCEC of blocks B4, B5, and B6
Given these constants, the WCEC of this loop nest is a polynomial function c(n):
1
1
c(n) = c0 + (c1 + c2 (n + )) max(0, n) − c2 max(0, n)2
2
2

where Φ(i) = [φ0 , . . . , φk ]i = Nk [p0 , . . . , pk ]i is the
Newton series representation of the polynomial p(i) =
[p0 , . . . , pk ]i over i = 0, . . . , b b−a
s c that bounds the execution cycles of the normalized loop header and body operations. Matrices N and N−1 are the Newton triangle and
its inverse, respectively.

Given the constants c0 , c1 , and c2 , we derive the c(n) formula of the above example as follows:
WCEC = c(n)
= c0 + σ(N1 (c1 + σ(N0 c2 , max(0, n − i))), max(0, n))
(0 ≤ i ≤ n − 1, so replace max(0, n − i) by n − i)
= c0 + σ(N1 (c1 + σ(N0 c2 , n − i)), max(0, n))
= c0 + σ(N1 (c1 + σ(hc2 ii , n − i)), max(0, n))
= c0 + σ(N1 (c1 + c2 n − c2 i), max(0, n))
= c0 + σ(hc1 + c2 n, −c2 ii , max(0, n))
= c0 + (c1 + c2 (n + 12 )) max(0, n) − 12 c2 max(0, n)2
This formula is accurate given that the constants c0 , c1 , and
c2 are tight bounds. The constant bounds are tight when
the target architecture’s cycle count can be accurately determined with static analysis on the basic blocks. Static analysis is used to determine the cycle cost of executing the basic
blocks of the program [5].
When the loop bound n in the loop nest is constant or can
be determined by constant value propagation in the CFG,
the WCEC value of the loop nest is constant. When this
constant is small, the loop bound might be improved with
simulation of the loop rather than static analysis. This aspect will be investigated in future work.

3.4. Voltage/Frequency Scaling Functions
Like Shin, et al., [15, 14] it is assumed that we can
scale the voltage/frequency by a system call, called
updateVF (new frequency). The system call changes
the frequency and voltage accordingly, and it is assumed that the frequency range in which we can set the
CPU clock is a continuous range between 0M hz and
the maximum clock frequency for the CPU. It is assumed that the program does not execute during the execution of the call.
The clock frequency is set to allow the program to finish
executing exactly at its deadline. Assuming that the voltage/frequency scaling occurs at the old clock frequency we
have the following relationship.

frequency new = frequency old ∗

RWECcurrent
RWECold + scaling overhead

For the P-type edge in Example 5 we therefore have the
following value for the updated frequency

frequency new = frequency old ∗

c(n)
c(nmax ) + scaling overhead

.

3.3. Parametric Voltage Scaling Placement
In this section, we look at our voltage/frequency scaling code placement. We are interested in placement of code
at L-type edges, B-type edges and P-type edges. The discussion is motivated by looking at the placement of DVS code
in the example in Figure 5.
In this example we have a RWEC = max(50, 30 +
c(nmax ). The compiler will know, either from analysis or
an user’s annotation, the value of nmax . From this, the maximum of the two values can be determined and the exact
RWEC at the loop is known. If this maximum is greater
than 50 cyles plus the overhead cycles of the DVS call, a
DVS call is placed at the B-type edge.
The situation is more complicated in the case of a Ptype DVS point. In such situations, the actual cost of the
loop is not known until the last dependent variable actual
value is known. This occurs at the P-type edge. Therefore, the computation, which determines whether voltage
scaling is cost effect, must occur at this edge. The saved
cycles are the difference between the loop(s) cost before
and after the last loop(s) dependent variable is known.
In our particular case, the saved cycles will be equal to
W CET (l) ∗ (c(nmax ) − c(n)); where W CEC(l) is the
worst case execution cycles for the loop body. If this difference is greater than the overhead of voltage/frequency scaling we insert a DVS call at this point.

4. Conclusions and Future Work
Our method uses static analysis and tight bounds on loop
iteration counts to guide the placement of intra-task dynamic voltage scaling code by the compiler. We break the
program into basic blocks and use static analysis to determine the cycle cost of these basic blocks. We generate
closed-form formulae that tightly bound the cost of loops.
Because we use formulae, which represent the cost of loops,
we can potentially know the cost of loops before, not after the loops execute. Unlike previous work on this subject
[15] [14], this allows voltage scaling code to be moved earlier in the program which may reduce overhead and allow
the running of the program at a lower voltage/frequency for
a longer period of time.
Current work on our Newton-Gregory WCET technique
could be used to more effectively estimate the cost of loops
with many branch statements in their bodies. We are currently working on a technique to tightly bound many different curves, which represent different control flow paths
in a loop, by a single curve. This could allow the removal
B-type DVS calls from inside of a loop body.
The profiling-based approach by Shin et al. [14] runs
code using an average case execution path (ACEP) as a reference path instead of the worst case execution path. This
approach may also require increasing clock frequency at
certain points in the task to ensure that the task deadline

is satisfied when part of the code requires more time to execute compared to the reference path. To guarantee satisfying
a deadline on time, voltage scaling is conservatively applied
by ensuring that the static RWEC determined by the worst
case execution path does not exceed a certain threshold.
Similarly, profile-based IntraVS requires accurate RWEC
estimation, so we argue that the parametric approach is also
valuable to improve profile-based IntraVS methods.
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